
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Stage 1 Spring :  Year 2 

WHY? 
Children will explore  

different animals from 
around the world. Children 

will look at how animals 
live , exploring their habitats 

and way of life in the wild 
and in the care of humans.  

English: 
During this topic we will share and respond  to fiction and poetry 
from other cultures. We will discuss adventure stories and use 
them in our own writing. We will develop vocabulary and create 
character and animal  descriptions.  
 
We will learn and perform poems. We will learn about places and 
animals then use labels, lists and captions to create fact files 
about places and animals.  
 
 

Mathematics: 
As mathematicians we will use animals and their habitats as a 
starting point for the study of ordering, pattern and shape. We will 
explore position with activities including jungle  and zoo play. The 
children will explore measures including comparing and measuring 
weight, height etc. We will sort and categorise and use this to cre-
ate simple records, tables and charts. 
 
We will continue to develop Calculation and Counting at a level 
that is appropriate and challenging. 
 

Science:  Animals and habitats 
Children will look at the life cycles of animals/insects including the 
frog and the butterfly. Habitats will be looked at and how animals 
adapt to their environment.  Children will study their local environ-
ment throughout the year. They will observe life-cycle changes in a 
variety of living things, for example, plants in the vegetable garden 
or animals in the local environment.  Children will classify  plants 
and animals using keys & classification systems.  

SMSC / PSHE 

Design & Technology: We will research a favourite animal and make an 

animal fact file( link with science), including info about its behaviour and 
habitat. We will design and make a poster encouraging people to think 
about protecting the animals and their environment. 

 

Art and design: We will explore pattern/colour in animals and the natural world and link 

this with camouflage. We will compare pattern/colour  in animals and their environment. We will 
use colour mix techniques and we will explore the use of printing  and collage with a range of 
materials to produce the textural effects of the animal’s fur/skin/feathers etc and those of their 
environment e.g. leaves, grasses. natural items and experimenting with texture and mark making 
to create effects. 

PE: 
Competitive/team games- Tennis, football, volleyball, Boccia, polybat, curl-
ing etc . 
Premier sports input. Bikes and swimming. 

Music:  
Listen to a variety of music from different genres ie: Carnival Animals/
Captain Noah. 

Animal Magic! 
 

PSHE—being aware in the 

community 
 

S: Our pets.  

M: Animal conservation 

S: Easter preparations – 

shrove Tuesday and lent.  

C: Chinese new year  

 

 

RE:  Listen to examples of care and concern shown by believers 
and religious communities  and explore reasons for these actions.  
 

 

Geography: 
As geographers we will be improving our place knowledge and  considering 
physical and human geography. We will think about animals which live local-
ly to us, and what those habitats look like. We will look at the habitats of wild 
animals and those in the care of humans. 

Computing: 
Use IT to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital 

content.  Includes copying, pasting research, making a presenta-
tion or document about animals and their habitats.   


